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Coastal carbon ecosystems discussed as sinks
and sources / Blue Carbon

REDD negotiations started - Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and forest Degradation

Aware of the role and importance in … marine and coastal ecosystems
of sinks and reservoirs of GHGs

- Mangroves
- Tidal salt marshes
- Seagrasses

Carbon sequestration capacity of corals, kelp, and marine fauna
suggests that they do not represent consequential, verifiable, longterm carbon sinks with respect to the atmosphere.
• Corals are currently a carbon source, and marine fauna do not sequester carbon directly
but are simply a component of the carbon cycle.
• Kelp ecosystems take up carbon in the short term, but without a meaningful soil
component, they do not maintain long- term sinks.
• The carbon sequestered by phytoplankton in deep- ocean sediments is globally important,
due to the abundance of phytoplankton, but is inherently difficult and impractical to manage
given its pan- oceanic distribution. In addition, the only current management strategy to
increase phytoplankton productivity above the baseline involves artificially increasing
nutrients (iron, nitrogen, phosphorus) in large expanses of the ocean; however, strong
concerns have been expressed regarding the impacts of such geoengineering projects on
ocean ecosystems.
• Similarly, open- ocean ecosystems are predominantly outside national jurisdictional
boundaries, hindering inclusion of these marine ecosystems in climate mitigation- related
policies.
• Policy challenges include lack of clarity regarding who would (1) determine and implement
management strategies, (2) conduct assessments to support national GHG inventories, or
(3) receive financial gains (such as carbon credits) resulting from climate mitigation
activities.

Coastal carbon / NDCs
• Focus on coastal ecosystems:
- Mangroves
- Tidal salt marshes
- Seagrasses
• High rates of carbon sequestration, act
as long- term carbon sinks, and are
contained within clear national
jurisdictions

• Large carbon storage in soil per unit
area
• Other ecosystem benefits

Coastal ecosystems management in NDCs

From Herr and Landis 2016.

Nature-based solutions in revised NDCs
• Greater recognition of the role of ecosystems and biodiversity
for meeting both climate change mitigation and adaptation
goals
• As well as between sustainable development and
biodiversity conservation
• NDCs (and associated national implementation plans) to
include measurable and robust targets that address specific
vulnerabilities to climate change - in the case of adaptation
targets - as well as robust carbon estimates and measuring,
reporting and verifying elements for demonstrating the
mitigation outcomes of such efforts

From IUCN and University of Oxford (2019, forthcoming) Nature-based Solutions in the Nationally Determined
Contributions: A synthesis and recommendations for enhancing ambition and action by 2020

Blue carbon in revised NDCs

From IUCN and University of Oxford (2019, forthcoming) Nature-based Solutions in the Nationally Determined
Contributions: A synthesis and recommendations for enhancing ambition and action by 2020

Coastal wetlands and PA Art. 6

From Herr et al. 2018; IUCN and Climate Focus..

Lamu Blue Carbon Assessment
• Lamu = 70% of Kenya’s mangroves,
largely unmapped / unassessed

• Project aims to bridge science-policy
gap: integrating mangroves & blue
carbon into policy in Kenya
Science: Mangrove mapping & carbon stock
assessments, scientific publication

•

Policy influencing:
Policy briefs,
stakeholder meeting,
policy/managers workshop

Giri et al. 2011

•

• 5-year National Climate
Change Action Plan
(NCCAP) 2018 – 2022
• Results will feed into NDC
process for 2020

review

Going beyond the coastal wetlands
Marine ecosystems and
species in the open ocean or deep
sea (i.e., corals, kelp, plankton and
marine fauna)

Important role in the carbon
cycle – only a healthy ocean can
maintain its climate services
Issue: Long-term storage
Issue: National carbon

balances
Continue a thoughtful debate
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